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KONICA MINOLTA INTRODUCES THE NEW DiMAGE X20  

DIGITAL CAMERA 
World’s smallest and lightest 2 megapixel digital camera with a 3x optical zoom lens* makes 

creative digital photography fun and easy 
 

 
Las Vegas, NV (January 7, 2004) – Konica Minolta Photo Imaging U.S.A., Inc. introduces the world’s 
smallest and lightest 2-megapixel digital camera with a 3x optical zoom* – the DiMAGE X20. This tiny 
new fun and easy to use digital camera incorporates numerous creative features such as slide show 
playback, self-portrait mode, multi-frame drive mode, Image Pasting, movie mode, noise reduction 
function and web communications capability. The new DiMAGE X20 combines responsive performance 
and a user-friendly design with the incredible non-extending zoom lens and fast startup time inherited 
from the DiMAGE X series of digital cameras. A user simply turns the camera on, and in one second the 
camera is ready to take pictures. 
 
“The DiMAGE X20 is a high quality little camera with a big appetite for action,” said Jon Sienkiewicz, 
vice president of marketing, Konica Minolta’s Camera Division.  “This digital camera fits easily into your 
pocket – and fits easily into your life. Small, speedy and stylish, you will want to have this camera with 
you at all times.” 
 
Creative Control 
Unique to the DiMAGE X20 is a self-portrait mode. While holding the camera at arm’s length,  
the use of the specially curved mirror on the front of the DiMAGE X20 allows users to correctly compose 
a picture of themselves and a friend without having to hand the camera off to a stranger. 
 
The camera’s new multi-frame drive mode, captures nine sequential frames of a single event in one 
picture like the reaction of a friend as they walk in on a surprise party. The nine images are laid out in a 3 
x 3 grid in a single frame. 
 
The portrait mode controls exposure, flash, and image processing to emphasize the subject’s natural skin 
tone. And for something a little different, images can be captured in one of five monochrome modes; the 
traditional grays of black and white, the warmth and ageless quality of sepia, or red, green, and blue tones 
to add fun or feeling.  
 
Image Pasting allows one image to be placed within another for a creative touch. After choosing the 
background image, a user simply selects the frame shape and size and positions it over the chosen 
background image. The live image is displayed inside the selected frame. After composing the subject in 
the frame the user presses the shutter button to embed and save the image. 
 
But the DiMAGE X20 will do more than just take photographs. XR (Extended Recording) movie 
processing allows digital video with audio to be captured and played back. The length of the XR movie is 
only limited by the memory card capacity and image size. Two image sizes can be selected: 160 x 120 
pixels and 320 x 240 pixels. 
 
For the more serious photographer, the DiMAGE X20 features a 3 x 3 graphic menu that provides easy 
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and quick access to the camera’s controls. Camera settings are changed with a simple five-way controller 
on the back of the camera. 
 
The DiMAGE X20 makes face-to-face conversations possible with friends or family that have moved 
away when it is used as a remote camera for web communication. Using the supplied USB cable a 
photographer can connect the camera to a computer with a Microsoft Windows operating system and a 
compatible application such as Microsoft Net Meeting. 
 
Camera Features 
The DiMAGE X20 is built around a high-precision electro-optical system designed to maximize image 
quality. The system uses a 2.1 megapixel 1/3.2-type interline primary-color CCD with 2.0 million 
effective pixels for fine images. This pixel resolution can produce letter size 150dpi prints or postcard size 
photo-quality prints. 
 
The DiMAGE X20 uses an unobtrusive non-extending zoom lens. This revolutionary design uses internal 
folded optics, which does not change the slim profile of the camera even while recording. The 3x optical 
zoom, equivalent to a 37 – 111mm lens on a 35mm camera, is assisted by a 4x digital zoom giving a 
seamless zoom range of 12x.   
 
Dark noise, a persistent problem in digital photography, manifests itself by giving a grainy or sandy 
appearance to images taken with long exposures. The DiMAGE X20 combats this with a noise-reduction 
function that automatically activates for exposures of one second or longer. 
 
The camera’s high-performance five-point autofocus system makes taking beautiful, sharp images simple. 
Place the subject anywhere within the extra-wide focus frames and the camera will do the rest. The 
camera uses visual and audio signals to confirm focus. 
 
Close-up pictures can be made with the DiMAGE X20. The lens focuses down to 3.9 inches at all focal 
lengths without the need of a separate function. This covers an area of about 1.6 x 1.2 inches. 
 
One of the most popular features of digital photography is being able to see pictures immediately. The 
DiMAGE X20 makes viewing digital pictures easier than ever. With the press of a single button, users can 
access their recorded images. VGA (640 x 480) jpeg files of the user’s images can be collected in one 
folder so they can be shared by using either the camera as an electronic photo album or by sending them 
via e-mail. Images can also be played back like a slide show complete with dissolves, wipes, and fades 
either on the camera’s LCD panel or on a TV or computer screen. Vertical images can also be rotated for 
horizontal viewing from within the camera – an added benefit for slide show viewing. 
 
* As of June 15th, 2003. 
 
About Konica Minolta Photo Imaging U.S.A., Inc. 
Konica Minolta Photo Imaging U.S.A., Inc., headquartered in Mahwah, NJ, is the North American sales 
and marketing subsidiary of Konica Minolta Holdings, Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). On August 5, 2003 Konica 
Minolta Holdings, Inc. was formed to enhance both the competitive business capabilities and earning 
capacities of Konica Corporation and Minolta Co., Ltd.  
 
Consumers around the world have come to know and trust the Konica and Minolta brands for all their 
imaging needs. Since the earliest days of the photo industry, Minolta and Konica have applied their 
talents and resources to create products and services that are essential to the world of imaging. Today, 
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these efforts concentrate on the most important aspects of imaging: the quality of the images, the tools 
and methods for creating images, and the creation of environments for the application of images. 
 
This focus on the essentials of imaging ties together the company’s key business and consumer product 
lines. Konica Minolta Photo Imaging U.S.A., Inc. is a leading manufacturer and marketer of 35mm and 
Advanced Photo System film, single-use cameras, digital and 35mm film cameras, accessory lenses, 
binoculars, photographic and color measurement meters.  In addition the company offers color print photo 
papers, Inkjet photo paper, digital minilabs, digital film scanners, optical instruments, software and 
advanced imaging and sensing technologies. Konica Minolta Photo Imaging U.S.A., Inc. also provides 
wholesale photofinishing services and Internet imaging services. It is a complete imaging company, from 
input through output. 
 
For more information about Konica Minolta Photo Imaging U.S.A., Inc., its products and services, visit 
www.konicaminolta.net.  
 

 
All brand names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
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